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FORM A

Proposal:
•

Name of the event to be organized: Class Room Lecture on “Stock market and
currency trading”

•

Date: March 15, 2018

•

Time: 12:10 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.

•

Venue: B-Block, Second Floor , Room No.202

• Motivation for the activity: The investment markets can quickly take the money of

investors who believe that trading is easy. Trading in any investment market is
exceedingly difficult, but success first comes with education and practice.
The main motive behind conducting this lecture was to acquaint the students about
the basics of stock market and how it functions.
• Organized by: Department of Management Studies ,RDIAS
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FORM B
Part 1
Aim of the event:
The foreign exchange and stock market are one of the most exciting, fast-paced markets in
the financial world. Though historically, forex has been the domain of large institutions,
central banks, and high wealth individuals, the growth of the Internet has allowed the average
individual to become involved with and profit from online currency trading. People are
investing their wealth in the stocks with a hope to double their investments. But investing
requires a lot of information in hand so that there is less risk involved.
Abstract:
People now-a-days are always keen to invest their money in stocks and double their money
in no time. Mr. Anshul Ravinder Bhatia, an alumni of our college, is working as Assistant
Team Lead in Finance for Cvent. He started his lecture in a very informal way by giving his
own introduction and shared his experience regarding how he grew from a simple
management graduate to an assistant team lead.
He explained basics of stock market- its meaning, how does it function, who can invest, what
are different types of companies who can invest in the stock market, what are the basic
essentials required to invest in the stocks, dos and donts of investing etc.
Sir then distinguished between currency and money which is often used interchangeably but
is actually a lot more different than each other. He told the students about various types of
currency available in the market and briefed them about the major currencies in the world.
He also explained the process of determining the currency prices. He stated the various
factors which impact the currency prices like inflation, interest rates, current account deficits,
public debt, political stability and economic performance etc..
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Sir then briefed the students about the forex market and distinguished between the forex and
stock market. He concluded with the revision of the basic jargon of the market followed by
the question and answer session.
Part 3
Conclusion
Investing money in the right stocks is not an easy task, it includes various repercussions if the
things go wrong. In order to avoid that risk, it is necessary to obtain proper knowledge about
how the stock market works. Such classroom lectures prove to be beneficial for the students
as they get the basic knowledge which can be later used.
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Memorable Moments

Students of BBA –II Semester listening keenly to the discussion..!!

Mr. Anshul Ravinder Bhatia explaining the basic financial terms..!!
T
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